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[1] Mr Tanoai, you are for sentence today on a variety of charges which I will go 

through but I want to say immediately that I have listened very carefully to what your 

counsel has said about your background and why you have got a list of previous 

convictions and most importantly, the support you have in the back of the Court.  They 

are probably your lifeline for the future and before starting to go through the charges 

I wish you all the very best in proving the probation officer wrong.  I am sure that the 

probation officer would be absolutely delighted to be proven wrong in what is said in 

the report but it is what it is and I have also listened very carefully to what Ms Pecotic 

has had to say about what is so often said; that there is some miscommunication 

between a person who is up for sentence and what the probation officer has written.  

So I take with a grain of salt that but it cannot be easy communicating by AVL to have 



 

 

a report written.  You have done yourself no favours either in what I refer to as the 

chronology leading up to today; failing to attend Court and the like. 

[2] On 26 May this year, I gave you a sentence indication on five charges which 

are set out in the Crown charge notice which is dated that same day, 26 May.  Those 

charges relate to events that took place on 23 April 2016.  The sentence indication I 

gave, has been typed up and I do not propose to go through it at all today, was accepted 

by you and you entered guilty pleas on 31 May.  I will come back to those matters.  Of 

course, since that indication was given these others matters have come to light.   

[3] Those matters are CR number ending 0571.  That is a charge in the aggravated 

form of failing to stop for a police officer operating lights and siren.  That carries a 

maximum term of three months in prison.  CR number ending 0573 is driving while 

disqualified, again in the aggravated form; in other words you have got at least two 

previous relevant offences.  

[4] On 18 September 2009, you were convicted and sentenced in the Auckland 

Court for giving false details as to your identity and failing to stop.  On that day you 

were sentenced for driving while disqualified.  Just getting things slightly out of order 

in the summary; that also notes that on 7 September 2009 you were convicted and 

sentenced in the Auckland District Court for giving false details and driving while 

disqualified. 

[5] On 1 January, so I am talking about CR numbers ending 0571 and 0573, at 

about 7.00 pm, you were driving a motor vehicle at One Tree Hill.  You were exceeding 

the speed limited.  You failed to stop and you drove off at speed, turning into Aliford 

Avenue and then turning into Ewenson Avenue.  Lights and sirens were operated in an 

attempt to stop you.  Police lost sight of you and you were located in a driveway on 

Ewenson Avenue a short time later and the police discovered, obviously, that you were 

disqualified.  You said to them at the time you were doing what you were doing 

because you wanted to avoid fines and you were disqualified. 

[6] Those charges attract some comment from me in relation to the way they have 

moved through the Court system.  You failed to appear on 25 January last year.  A 



 

 

warrant was issued for your arrest.  You were arrested on 22 February last year.  You 

were remanded on bail to 3 March last year.  On 3 March, a warrant was issued for 

your arrest but then you appeared late in Court.  You were remanded with your bail to 

continue despite appearing late that day through to 5 March.  On 5 March, a warrant 

was issued for your arrest because you failed to appear again.  You made a voluntary 

appearance on 15 March last year when you entered not guilty pleas.  On 24 April you 

appeared on all new matters; that is relating to the offending on 23 April for which I 

gave a sentence indication on 26 May this year.  You have been remanded in custody 

since that date. 

[7] Guilty pleas were entered on 10 May 2016 and at that time you were remanded 

in custody for a PAC report and sentence.  For some reason the convictions were only 

entered on 15 September. 

[8] In relation to the 5 April 2016 driving while disqualified charge; at about 

1 o'clock in the afternoon on that date, you were driving a vehicle in New Lynn.  You 

were stopped, you were spoken to, obviously you were unable to produce a driver’s 

licence and you told the police you were disqualified.  Beyond that you did not 

comment further, as was your right. 

[9] I have before me your list of previous convictions which runs to six pages and 

I take that into account.  What that does reveal is that you were on community 

detention and intensive supervision and disqualified at the time of this offending.  

Those sentences were imposed on you on 24 November 2015.  This was your third 

disqualified driving, so that is only an element of the offence.  You do have a general 

history of failing to comply. 

[10] So in relation to these two charges, 0571 and 0573, it is my view that an 

appropriate starting point, giving the inevitable outcome today, would be one of 

six months’ imprisonment.   

[11] At a personal level, you have breaches in your history.  You have breached 

community work in the past, you have breached conditions of supervision and you 

have breached bail, although I recognise some of these things go back a few years.  



 

 

Two times you have failed to appear to answer bail, once you were late and then you 

breached a bail condition.  That is a specific aggravating factor by reason of s 9(1)(k) 

of the Sentencing Act 2002. 

[12] I uplift that starting point of six months for these two charges by one month for 

these personal aggravating factors.  It brings the notional sentence then to one of seven 

months.  I will take one month off that to reflect your guilty plea which, in my view, 

is generous in the circumstances because of the history that I have gone through; the 

chronology of failures to appear and so on.  That brings the notional sentence for those 

two charges back to one of six months imprisonment. 

[13] I need though to separately deal with your offence committed on 5 April 2016.  

I am referring to CR number ending 2563.  That is the disqualified driving in the 

aggravated form which carries a maximum term of two years’ imprisonment.  You 

pleaded not guilty to that charge initially.  That was maintained for a period.  That not 

guilty plea was initially entered on 10 May.  You pleaded guilty on 22 August last year.  

You were remanded, at that point, in custody. 

[14] An aggravating factor, of course, is that it is now your fourth driving while 

disqualified.  You committed that while you were on bail for the earlier charges.  You 

were subject to a sentence of intensive supervision for serious driving offences.  I take 

a starting point for that matter of six months’ imprisonment.  I do not give you any 

discount in the circumstances for your guilty plea on that charge.  The case against 

you is overwhelming and, of course, you pleaded not guilty initially and maintained 

that on at least one more occasion in Court. 

[15] I have not sentenced you on those yet, Mr Tanoai, I am merely making remarks 

about those and what I consider to be appropriate starting points on those which I will 

come back to.   

[16] I now turn to charges which were the subject of my sentence indication on 26 

May this year.  Those charges are set out in the Crown charge notice dated 26 May.  

The main charge really is the possession of methamphetamine for the purpose of 

supply.  That carries a maximum term of life imprisonment.  There is also charge 2 



 

 

which is possession of cannabis.  There is charge 3 which is a driving while 

disqualified in, again, the aggravated form.  There is the representative charge of 

possession of utensils for drug consumption and then there is the fifth charge which is 

driving carelessly. 

[17] At about 8.30 on 23 April last year, you were the driver of a motor vehicle on 

Monmouth St, which is a one way street, in Arch Hill.  You stopped the car facing the 

wrong way on this one way street and you stopped across a footpath straddling broken 

yellow lines.  You fell asleep.  The key was in the ignition and the engine was left 

running.  Concerned residents tried to get your attention by looking through the 

window and tapping on the glass.  You, at that time, drove forward along the footpath 

and you collided with a parked Kawasaki motorbike.  That caused that to fall over and 

it was obviously damaged.  Police were called.  They ascertained that you were a 

disqualified driver and you told them that you'd been consuming P prior to driving.  

The meth pipe was sighted inside the driver’s door well.  Police carried out more 

searching and the other items such as a straw, a glass pipe, a set of electronic scales 

and three ziploc bags containing methamphetamine residue were found.  $3480 in cash 

was located in your jacket pocket.  Also found were a large number of ziploc bags. 

[18] You were arrested for breaching your bail at that stage, searched and taken into 

custody.  The police ascertained more information from your phone.  Because of that, 

they executed a search warrant.  On doing that, they located various items such as a 

plastic bottle with 10 ziploc bags containing methamphetamine weighing 15.2 grams.  

The net weight of it, following ESR analysis was 8.13 grams.  They also located 14 

ziploc bags containing cannabis plant material weighing just over 20 grams in total.  

When the ESR analysed that, it weighed 8.9 grams.  You did not make any comment 

about those matters. 

[19] $250 is the reparation sought in relation to the Kawasaki which, as I understand 

it, is simply the insurance excess.  Forfeiture of the cash is sought and that will be 

done. 

[20] I have listened carefully, as I have said earlier, to what has been said on your 

behalf about what is contained in the pre-sentence report.  I believe you are taking 



 

 

realistic positions in this matter today on the basis of my sentence indication and what 

is being said on your behalf.  The recommendation is for one of imprisonment but 

rather strangely, added to that is intensive supervision and community work.  Quite 

how those three combine is a little beyond me. 

[21] I have taken careful note, Mr Tanoai, of what has been put before me.  The fact 

that you have got family support in the Court with you; the fact that it is genuine and 

good family support.  I have read your letter of apology.  I have read your partner’s 

letter of apology.  I have taken careful note of what you have been up to in prison and 

the positions of responsibility that you have been taking and the courses that you have 

attended.  I have taken careful note of the cases that have been drawn to my attention.  

This, I suppose, is best categorised as low level street dealing but it was clearly 

commercial nevertheless. 

[22] Band 2 of R v Fatu1 talks about commercial dealing rather than completely non 

commercial dealing.  It was a significant amount of money found in your possession 

and just a little over eight grams of methamphetamine.  For the possession of 

methamphetamine for supply, I take a starting point of three years and three months.  

I uplift that by eight months to reflect the balance of the 23 April offending.  I take the 

view, Mr Tanoai, although you will probably disagree with me and I am sure 

everybody in the back of the Court of will disagree with me that that eight month uplift 

is somewhat generous to you.  I say that because of your status at the time of that 

offending.  You were on bail for two other separate disqualified driving charges and 

you were still the subject of an intensive supervision sentence. 

[23] So I take the view that an uplift of 12 months for the rest of the offending in 

the Crown charge notice might have been justified and that’s why I say an eight month 

uplift is generous to you.  Because I uplifted in that way, I do not take the view that 

any other adjustment is required when I am looking at the totality of the offending set 

out in the Crown charge notice; that is the 23 April offending. 

[24] So, just going over the figures at this stage; that is a three years and 

three months notional sentence for the meth possession plus eight months for the other 
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offending set out in the Crown charge notice.  That comes to three years and eleven 

months.  To reflect what I have mentioned though, a little while ago, I uplift that 

offending by three months for the personal aggravating factor of you offending while 

on bail and subject to a sentence and to reflect the number and nature of your criminal 

convictions.  That brings the sentence up to one of four years and two months.  I take 

the view that it is appropriate to give you a 20 percent discount for your guilty pleas.  

Those were entered after you requested a sentence indication. 

[25] So how that works out is this.  The four years two months notional sentence 

that I have got to at this stage on the Crown charging notice is off that comes 

10 months.  That is your 20 percent discount for your guilty plea.  That brings the 

sentence then down to one of three years and four months on those matters.  According 

to proper sentencing methodology, I could have given you a discount a little earlier.  I 

give you another two months off that to reflect the rehabilitation efforts that you have 

been making already and that is to assist you, to recognise that and to help you prove 

the probation officer wrong in the future.  That brings the notional sentence on those 

matters down to one of three years and two months. 

[26] I need to, though, look at the total picture here.  So, at the risk of repeating 

what I said earlier about those other driving charges, the matters that the police are 

charging you on, rather than the Crown; for the 1 January offending, the sentence 

would have been six months in prison.  For the 5 April offending, an end sentence of 

an additional cumulative six months would have been imposed.  So that would add 

another 12 months to the sentence of three years and two months that I have just been 

talking about on the Crown matters, the meth and other things, so you will appreciate 

that that then means that the sentence comes up to one of four years and two months.  

However, even though I have already mentioned it, I need to reflect your letter of 

remorse and also the totality of your offending.  So I am going to take three months 

off those calculations for what is called totality and that brings the sentence then down 

to one of three years 11 months. 

[27] So here is how it works.  On CRN0571, one month in prison.  On CRN0573, 

six months in prison.  Do not add those together, they go together.  So that deals with 

the 1st of January matters.  But I need to deal with the 5 April matters, so on CRN2563, 



 

 

six months in prison but that is cumulative, in other words, it adds to the six months 

that you got on the earlier matter so it is cumulative on 0573.  So your running total is 

now 12 months.  On CRN6093 which is the possession of methamphetamine for 

supply, two years and 11 months. That is cumulative on 2563, so you will hopefully 

appreciate at this stage that the sentence is three years and 11 months.  These now are 

concurrent; on CRN6094, one month in prison, on CRN5460, eight months prison, on 

CRN5462, three months in prison and on CRN5461, convicted and discharged but you 

are ordered to pay $250 reparation.  That is for the knocking over of the Kawasaki. 

[28] I make an order on the possession of meth for supply charge, the forfeiture of 

$3230 under s 32 Misuse of Drugs Act 1975. 

[29] From today, Mr Tanoai, on each of the three disqualified driving in the 

aggravated form charges you are disqualified for one year and one day and one year 

cumulative disqualification on the failing to stop charge, CRN0571, from 9 September 

2018. 

[30] I have already mentioned, Mr Tanoai that I have tried to explain this slowly as 

I have gone along without being patronising; three years and 11 months with those 

other things such as reparation, disqualification and forfeiture. 

 

 

 

R G Ronayne 

District Court Judge 


